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Abstract DDoS attacks pose a serious threat to the availability of online resources.
In this paper, we analyse the attacker aims for the use of DDoS attacks. We propose
a model that can be used to evaluate news articles for determining probable aims of
attackers. Thereafter, we apply this model to evaluate 27 distinct attack events from
2016. We make use of a DDoS specific longitudinal news database to select these
attack events. We find the proposed model useful in analysing attack aims. We also
find that in some cases attackers might target a web infrastructure just because it is
virtually invincible.

1 Introduction and Background
Today availability of internet and internet based services is of great importance to
all. Malicious actors use cyber attacks to disrupt the normal functioning of internet
or to steal digital information. These cyber attacks lead to direct or indirect financial losses [2] for the victimised firms or attacked individuals. Distributed denial of
service (DDoS) is one such cyber attack that is used to make web based services
inaccessible to the intended user. In order to protect itself a firm needs to evaluate
its vulnerabilities and threats so as to plan its defence strategy [20]. These threats
can be realised by acknowledging the various reasons for which the firm’s IT inAbhishta Abhishta
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frastructure might become a target. Hence, it is important to investigate the aims of
attackers for the use of DDoS attacks.
Fig. 1 Aspects of a DDoS
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A conventional crime has three aspects that need to be proven before a wrongdoing is determined: Means, Motive and Opportunity. Just like conventional crimes,
DDoS attacks require a means to execute, a motive to select the target and an opportunity to attack. In this case, means refers to the attack tools or the necessary
technical expertise needed to execute the attack, the aim of the attacker points towards the reason for the attacker to act and vulnerabilities in the network provide
the opportunity for the attack. Figure 1 shows the three aspects of a DDoS attack.
In this paper, we focus on analysing attacker aims for the use of DDoS attack.
The obvious way to investigate the aims of attackers is to interview them. However,
it is also possible to model the probable aims based on the information reported by
journalists in news articles related to the attack event. Taking into account the sociocultural, political and economic dimensions of DDoS attacks and the postulates of
routine activity theory (RAT), we propose a model to analyse the content of news
articles related to an attack. We then use this model to analyse probable attacker
aims in 27 different cases from 2016.

2 Previous Works
A few studies have tried to evaluate the attacker aims behind DDoS attacks. Hutchings & Clayton [24] discuss the incentives for booter owners. Paulson & Webber
[34] evaluate the use of DDoS attacks for extortion against online gaming companies. Nazario [33] discuss politically motivated DDoS attacks. Later, Sauter [37]
highlights the use of DDoS attacks for hacktivism purposes. Finally Zargar et al.
[46] listed the probable incentives for attackers to use DDoS attacks as follows:
1. Financial/economical gain: This is the motive when an attacker gets paid for the
assault.
2. Revenge: The motive of an attacker in this category is to DDoS for retribution.
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3. Ideological belief: The attackers in this category attack usually as a portrayal of
disagreement.
4. Intellectual Challenge: The attackers in this category experiment and learn from
their activities. They are usually hackers who wish to show off their capabilities.
5. Cyber warfare: The attackers in this category belong usually to a military or
terrorist group.
However, Zargar et al. [46] do not provide any evidence for most of the listed
motives. Some other studies also evaluated the non-technical characteristics of cyber attacks as a whole. Liu & Cheng [32] discuss the reasons for cyber attacks to
happen. They also explain who these attackers are and how they conduct these attacks. Gandhi et al. [18] discuss the socio-cultural, political and economic (SPEC)
dimensions of cyber attacks. They analyse selected security events between 1996
and 2010 on the basis of SPEC criteria. Sharma et al. [38] proposed a social dimensional threat model by using historical cyber attack events. On the basis of their
model they evaluate 14 different news articles concerning cyber attacks. Geers et
al. [19] analyse the nation-state motives behind cyber attacks. Kumar & Carley [30]
used network analysis on the data from Arbor network’s digital attack map and
World Bank to study the aims behind DDoS attacks. They conclude that there is an
increase in the probability of attacks on the country if there are negative sentiments
towards the country on social media.
All of the above mentioned studies show that not all attacks are carried out for
economic gains. As booters have made DDoS attacks an easy weapon for nearly
everyone, a number of aims can trigger attackers to launch an attack. These studies
either evaluate the aims of attackers with respect to the SPEC criteria, or assume an
aim and provide evidence to show the relevance of the aim in certain attacks. We
believe that in case of DDoS attacks, attackers have to make two choices; 1) The
victim (company or the individual they wish to attack). 2) Network infrastructure of
the victim they wish to target. We propose a hybrid strategy for evaluating attacker
aims by analysing the victim with respect to SPEC criteria and analysing the choice
of infrastructure by considering the postulates of routine activity theory.

3 Methodology
Here, we discuss the characteristics of the dataset and the sampling strategy used by
us to extract DDoS attack events. We then explain the proposed model for content
analysis of news articles.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the dataset.
Dates
Start

#Articles #Articles/day Standard Deviation
End

Web News Web News Web

News

01-01-2016 31-12-2016 9387 4458 25.6 12.18 7.55

8.67

3.1 Dataset and Sampling
The dataset is a collection of Google Alerts on DDoS attacks 1 . The collection process and some possible uses of the dataset are mentioned by Abhishta et al. [1].
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the dataset used in this research.
In this paper, we are looking for a sample of DDoS attack events that were discussed at length in the media. Hence, the goal of sampling is to extract the most
reported DDoS attacks of 2016. We divide event sampling process into two parts:
(1) We identify eventful days (2) We evaluate the ‘News’ alerts of an eventful day
to extract attack events.
Fig. 2 Histogram depicting
selection criterion for eventful
days.

The statistical criteria for identification of ‘eventful days’ is based on the methodology also used by Kallus [28]. We consider the days on which the number of alerts
were greater than θ as ‘eventful’. In order to calculate the threshold θ we make use
of the empirical distribution of number of alerts generated each day. Figure 2 shows
the empirical distribution of number of ‘News’ alerts that are generated daily over
the year. In this paper, we consider the threshold to be at 20 percentile. If we consider top 10 percentile of the alerts than most of the eventful days lie in the second
half of 2016 this is due to an enormous increase in reporting of DDoS attacks in the
later half of the year. In this case, θ is calculated to be at 31.92 alerts. Thus, if in a
single day greater than or equal to 32 ‘News’ alerts are reported than we consider
that as an eventful day. With this method, we are able to select 43 eventful days. We
consider the alerts generated on eventful days for our study.
1

Google Alerts is a content change detection and notification service. A user of this service can
keep themselves updated about the topic of their choice. The service notifies with two types of
alerts: 1) News 2) Web. News alerts report about content posted on news websites, all others are
categorised as web alerts.
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Fig. 3: Attack time-line showing the extracted attack events for θ = 32

In order to identify the events responsible for the generation of abnormally high
number of alerts on eventful days, we evaluate the text of all alerts on an eventful
day and record the reported events as DDoS related events (non-attack) and DDoS
attack events. We find that these news alerts report either an attack or an activity
associated to an attack e.g. a research report by a DDoS protection company, or
steps taken by law enforcement agencies. We manually tag the content of the alerts
on selected days to identify attack reporting alerts. The extracted attack events are
shown in Figure 3. For this research we only consider the articles reporting a DDoS
attack. We identify 27 separate attack events being discussed in these news articles.

3.2 Content Analysis
The decision of the attacker to choose a target for a DDoS attack can be broken
down in the following two components: 1) Choice of victim organistion to target.
2) Choice of network infrastructure to target. Figure 4 shows the model followed
by us to analyse attacker aims. In Gandhi et al. [18] have shown that social, political, economic and cultural circumstances influence the choice of victim for an
attacker. Hence, we evaluate the attacker’s choice of victim using the SPEC criteria
suggested by Gandhi et al.. For the choice of network infrastructure, we assume
that the attackers are rational i.e. the attacker choose to launch an attack [10]. This
assumption enables us to make use of the postulates of RAT. According to Cohen
and Felson’s (1979) [9] routine activities theory, direct contact predatory victimization occurs with the convergence in both space and time of three components:
a motivated offender, the absence of a capable guardian, and a suitable target. According to routine activity theory, the suitability of a infrastructure for predation can
be estimated using its four-fold constituent properties: value, inertia, visibility and
accessibility, usually rendered in the acronym VIVA [45]. VIVA dimensions can be
described as follows:
Value

This refers to the importance of the infrastructure to the victim. For example, depending on the online sales of a company, a website can be more or
less valuable to the company.
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Fig. 4: Model for analysing attacker aims using news articles

Inertia

Inertia refers to the degree of resistance posed by the infrastructure to an
effective predation. So, high inertia infrastructure will be the ones employing better protection strategies against DDoS attacks or the ones that
can sustain high intensity network traffic (e.g. distributed servers, websites
hosted in the cloud etc.).
Visibility Visibility refers to the visibility of the objects an offender wishes to steal
[31]. High visibility web infrastructures are mostly public facing such as,
a public website.
Accessibility It refers to the ability of an offender to get to the target and get away
from the scene of crime. An example of a high accessibility infrastructure
can be servers whose ip address can be easily accessed and are setup
without intrusion detection systems or network monitoring applications.
With the help of the concepts discussed above, we develop a model for analysing
the probable aims behind attack events. We analyse news articles related to 27 distinct attack events using this model to understand the attacker aims.

4 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the DDoS attack events reported on eventful days. As a result of
filtering a total of 43 dates were selected as eventful days. We evaluate all the alerts
on these days and select DDoS attack events on the basis of the criteria mentioned
in Section 3.1. The number of alerts collected on eventful days is 1929. Hence, these
11.75% of the days of the calender year account for nearly 43% (((Number of news
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Table 2: Analysis of each of the selected attack event.
Date

Reference

Victim

13/01/2016
22/01/2016
22/01/2016
29/01/2016
26/02/2016
26/04/2016
20/07/2016
03/08/2016
11/08/2016
01/09/2016
23/09/2016
23/09/2016
29/09/2016
18/10/2016
21/10/2016
27/10/2016
02/11/2016
08/11/2016
08/11/2016
08/11/2016
29/11/2016
25/11/2016
30/11/2016
15/12/2016
15/12/2016
21/12/2016
23/12/2016

[4]
[26]
[21]
[23]
[3]
[22]
[35]
[8]
[5]
[6]
[29]
[15]
[42]
[25]
[13]
[11]
[44]
[12]
[43]
[36]
[14]
[17]
[16]
[40]
[7]
[41]
[39]

Nissan Motors
Primier lotteries
Irish government
HSBC
Italian government
Ku Klux Klan
Pokemon go
Blizzard
Australian Census
EA sports
Brian Kreb
Ethereum network
OVH
ISPs in India
Dyn
StarHub
William Hill
Canadian migration
Wikileaks
Trump and Clinton
Eir
Deutsche Telekom
European Commission
Black lives matter
BTC exchange
Tumblr
Steam

Socio-Cultural Political Economic

Infrastructure
Website
Ticket machines and Website
Website
Online Banking Server
Website
Website
Gaming Server
Gaming Server
Website
Gaming Server
Website
Servers
Hosting Server
Network Devices
Servers
Network Devices
Website
Website
Website
Website
Email Server
Network Devices
Website
Website
Servers
Website
Gaming Servers

Value Inertia Visibility Accessibility
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
Low
High
High
Low
Low
High
High
High

Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

High
High
High
Low
High
High
Low
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low
High
Low

High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Low
High
High

alerts on eventful days)/(Number of news alerts in the whole year))*100) of the
total ‘news’ alerts. This result supports the findings of Johnson [27] with respect
to the concentration of traditional crimes, as traditional crime is also very much
concentrated in time and space.
Table 2 summarises the components of each of the selected attack event i.e. victim, attacked infrastructure, SPEC variables and VIVA characteristics of the infrastructure. In the following paragraphs we discuss these attack reports in detail and
report our findings in accordance with the criterion discussed in Section 3.2.
In our analysis we see that the selected attack events can be broadly classified
in 6 categories: 1) Attacks on large manufacturing companies 2) Attacks targeting
public figures and ideological groups 3) Attacks targeting governments 4) Attacks
on gaming and gambling platforms 5) Attacks on internet service providers and
hosting service providers and 6) Attacks on financial institutions.
The first category includes the attack on Nissan Motors, all the global websites
of the automotive company Nissan [4] were reported to suffer downtime. As Nissan
does not sell cars online, the website is of relatively low value to the company.
However, it was reported that the attack was carried out during Detroit auto show.
During auto shows, car manufacturers expect attendants to visit their website to
know more about the vehicle. Hence, even though Nissan doesn’t sell cars online,
the website has a high visibility during this period. Later reports suggested that
Anonymous (hacker group) targeted the website to protest against whale hunting
in Japan (justifies choice of the Nissan as a victim). Hence, high visibility of the
website was the key input for the choice of target.
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The second category include attacks on Ku Klux Klan, website of Brian Kreb,
Black Lives Matter, Wikileaks, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton [22, 29, 40, 36,
43]. The websites of this category of victims are easy targets and have high visibility.
As a result of a protest against racism ‘Anonymous’ attacked the website of Ku Klux
Klan [22]. According to the reports, websites on Wikileaks, Donald Trump and
Hillary Clinton were targeted on the day of election result, showing socio-cultural
reasons for the attacks.
The next category comprises of attacks on websites of Irish, Italian and Australian government [3, 21, 5]. These attacks could have been launched for both
socio-cultural and political reasons as government websites usually do not cater
online services. Italian government websites [3] were targeted by hacker group
‘Anonymous’. The motivation behind the attack was to protest against the participation of local bodies in the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) project. However, the
attack on Australian government website was clearly targeted to interrupt census
data collection.
The fourth category includes online gaming platforms and gambling websites.
The news sources reported an attack on the Irish lottery website [26] and vending machines that lead to the disruption of the sale of tickets. According to the reports this time the lottery jackpot was the highest in 18 months (high value). Hence,
more people were expected to buy the tickets (high visibility). In July 2016, when
the game ‘Nintendo Pokemon Go’ [35] was very popular (high visibility), another
hacker group ‘PoodleCorp’ attacked the servers of the game. They took responsibility of the attack thus gaining a lot of publicity. Just after this online assault an attack
on the servers of blizzard was reported that made the Warcraft servers inaccessible
for the gamers.
The fifth category comprises of attacks on ISPs and web hosting providers. In
September and October 2016 attacks on ISPs in India [25], OVH (web hosting
provider) [42] and Dyn (DNS service provider) [13] were reported. Usually ISPs
form a high inertia targets for DDoS attacks. A new internet of things(IOT) based
botnet, ‘Mirai’, who’s code was released online was used for these attacks. Each of
these attacks were bigger than the other in intensity.
The final category includes the attack on HSBC online banking services. As the
attack was launched on last Friday of the month (salary day), the reasons for the
attack was clearly economic. This is another example in our sample when the routine
period affected the value of the infrastructure.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a model for analysing the attacker aims for using DDoS
attacks. This model uses SPEC criteria for evaluating the reasons for choosing the
victim and then studies the VIVA characteristics of the choice of infrastructure. We
use this model to evaluate news articles related to 27 attack events that were reported
in 2016. Our main conclusions are as follows:
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• News articles are able to put DDoS attacks in context. Using the proposed model
it is possible to evaluate the decisions made by the attacker to chose the victim
and infrastructure.
• Companies need to monitor their socio-cultural and political environment at all
times, not all attackers look for personal economic gains.
• All infrastructure connected to the internet is vulnerable to DDoS attacks. Companies must be aware of the degree of visibility and accessibility of the infrastructure. They should also consider their routine periods while analysing the VIVA
characteristics of the infrastructure.
• Attacks on high inertia targets such as Dyn [13] shows that, sometimes attackers
target infrastructures because they are virtually invincible.
In this study, we only use data from 2016, hence we cannot derive conclusions
on how often attackers are motivated by a particular aim. In the future, we would
like to analyse a larger and more representative sample of all reported attacks. We
hope to use the proposed model as a base for automatically detecting attacker aims
from news articles reporting DDoS attacks.
Acknowledgements This work is part of the NWO: D3 project, which is funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (628.001.018).
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